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what is
LUCS
LUCS (Lean Unified Customer Services) was developed with the vision of offering an all-in-one
Contact Center solution that integrates natively with Skype for Business. The modular design and
configuration of LUCS ensures that new and changing requirements can be met.
Thanks to its high scalability, LUCS can cover the Contact Center needs of companies of all sizes.
LUCS offers targeted routing of all types of communication, including chat and web chat, voice,
video, e-mail, fax, and social media. Our native integration with Skype for Business allows you to
continue using your existing Microsoft Unified Communications infrastructure.
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“

Our LUCS contact center application is natively integrated with Skype for Business
and in the future will also be offered for Microsoft Teams. As a one-stop, end-to-end
solution, LUCS can be tailored to new requirements, scaled flexibly, and enhanced
for deployment in various industries and global organizations at any time.

Present relevant, customer-related information to agents right when they need it - in any type of
conversation using our integration with third-party applications. When a CRM, ERP, or ticket system
is integrated with LUCS, customer-specific information is displayed directly in the context window
of the Microsoft Skype for Business client, or launched via URL when calls or chats are accepted.
LUCS includes web-based dashboards for agents and supervisors, plus public wallboards – all
of which can be flexibly designed. The widget-based supervisor dashboard delivers information
such as the real-time status of the agents and services, as well as a host of other interaction and
control options. What’s more, the history for the entire contact center can be accessed, including the
customer journey and graphical views.

All reporting information can be stored in your data warehouse and analyzed with Microsoft Excel or
Microsoft PowerBI using standard reports we provide. Opening hours, holidays, and standby shifts
are managed for services by supervisors using Microsoft Outlook calendars.
If LUCS is used in conjunction with Luware RTC Launcher, inquiries can be routed directly to the
contact center through a website. Voice, video, and desktop sharing are available in addition to chat,
right in the browser. This integration allows agents to answer all web inquiries using the Skype for
Business client.
All chats, voice and video calls using LUCS can be captured and archived using integration with
Verint Verba collaboration compliance.
Integrating LUCS functionality into mobile apps and websites enables chat, audio, and video to be
used in iOS and Android applications.
LUCS is a server application that is natively integrated with Skype for Business and requires no
additional client. The system is set up and managed using the LUCS Configurator tool.
Thanks to close cooperation with Microsoft and Luware’s global partner network, new technologies
from a wide range of fields – including cloud computing, artificial intelligence, big data, analytics,
WebRTC, recording, and voice recognition – are incorporated in product development, ensuring
continuous further development of the LUCS contact center solution.

capabilities of
LUCS
LUCS uses the Skype for Business client, simplifying agent training and allowing you to flexibly
scale up your contact center - including agents irrespective of their location.
Service Conversations are routed directly to agents in the Skype for Business client, where they
are handled ensuring agent anonymity. IVR (Interactive Voice Response) and ICR (Interactive
Conversation Response) ensures customers are routed to the right group of agents. When there
are long waiting times, IVR can offer customers a callback option or allow them to leave a voice
message.
The availability of agents or the contact center’s services can be conveniently displayed on a
website. Customers can use the presence status to decide when to contact the call center, avoiding
long waiting times.
Workflows can be created easily using our drag-and-drop graphical editor. LUCS supports
multi-tenancy deployment and the redundant architecture provides high availability.

WE ARE
LUWARE
swiss and simple
Luware is a leading provider of Customer Service platforms based on Microsoft Unified
Communications. Intelligent routing solutions, deployed across all departments – from Help Desks
to full Contact Centres – are our core competency.
Our solutions include communication channels such as chat, voice, video, e-mail, social media, and
co-browsing. These can be enhanced with state-of-the-art technologies – including bots, artificial
intelligence, WebRTC – and can easily be combined with third-party applications, such as CRM, ERP,
and ticketing systems.
Our products integrate natively with Skype for Business, can be used across all industries, are
intuitive to operate and feature impressive Swiss quality.
The portfolio is rounded off with a set of additional functions for Skype for Business, including
compliance recording for all modalities, routing assistance systems with Manager/Assistant and
Busy On Busy features, as well as operator switchboards. Combined they enable organizations to
deploy the Microsoft Unified Communications solution as their sole communications platform.
Years of experience analyzing processes in customer service, developing software, and managing
projects, plus close cooperation with Microsoft and partner companies, enable us to successfully
complete projects of all sizes and levels of complexity.


I’m proud that my team’s success in enriching Skype for Business technology has resulted
in major players around the globe using the Luware contact center solution.
Check out our website for examples of reference customers.
-Philipp Beck, CEO Luware AG

